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ABSTRACT
Problems involving fluid simulations have a wide spread applications. Some of these involve ex-
treme modifications of fluid domain, for example configuration optimization and coupled prob-
lems like fluid-structure interaction simulations involving highly flexible structures. Many ap-
proaches like re-meshing, mesh deformation, embedded and chimera techniques have been used
in the past to address the issue of changing fluid domain during these simulations. Although,
some of these approaches are suitable for such problems, they have their limitations and targeted
application range. Among these, Chimera technique offers a promising compromise.
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This contribution discusses the implementation details of
Chimera technique for fluid solver using finite element for-
mulation and challenges involved in using this fluid solver in
fluid-structure interaction simulations. The implementation of
this is done in Finite-Element based open-source framework
KRATOS[2]. In the Chimera technique, the fluid domain is di-
vided into a number of overlapping sub-domains called patches.
These patches are coupled to a background mesh during the so-
lution process to obtain the solution. This coupling of patches
and the background is done monolithically for the solution on
entire fluid domain. A coupled simulation involving a chimera
formulated fluid solver, especially when changes in fluid domain
are involved, poses different challenges in terms of including the
patches in the background domain. One such application involv-
ing fluid domain changes is fluid-structure interaction simulation.
Different challenges involved in fluid-structure simulation, their
illustration and the way of tackling them is outlined in detail
in this contribution. Figure 1b shows the deformed patch mesh
for an fluid-structure simulation and corresponding magnitude of
velocity distribution which is continuous across the patch and
background domains.
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